The Territory Bank
investing for you on the empty side

All that emptiness just sitting
there wherever it isn’t, it can get to
you, it really can. But there’s no need
to worry, none at all. Just come on in
to The Territory Bank with all your
empty needs. We have safe deposit,
savings and loans, investment help
with portfolios; it’s exactly the same
as a regular bank, except that it’s done
on the empty side, so it’s completely
different.

The Territory Bank
In the everyday world we usually
deal exclusively with form. This tendency is
especially so when we try to decide what we
want for ourselves. We each have our own set
of preferences for the form that we’d like to
have. And little by little, bit by bit, we amass
the cash to make sure we can get what we
think we need. It all gets down to the money,
honey: stack it in bills, track it in columns,
pack it up in portfolios. And then you have
to invest what you have to make even more,
to provide for the future, to pay for the past,
to support all your present needs.
Now maybe that’s fine as far as it
goes, but how far is that, just ask yourself
(how far is that?). Where does form originate
from and where does it go when it finally
subsides? The empty side, wherever that is,
you’ve heard the rumors already I’m sure,
those Buddhist guys have been yakking for
years, though they never tell you where it is
except that it isn’t anywhere here. But still,
you know, it’s certainly true that form is only
emptiness (and emptiness is only form). So. If
you want to spend your time investing in form,
you probably should find a way to invest in
emptiness too... Wow! This could cause some
problems, right? I mean you can get the form
part, fine, that’s here, it’s easy to grasp. But
this emptiness: how do you find it, where do
you look, how do you know when you actually
have it? And how could you possibly ever
know the best way to invest in it?
Luckily you’re not alone. The Territory
Bank is here, ready and willing to invest for

you on the empty side. And you are going to
need some help with this: investing in the
emptiness, it’s not that easy, take my word,
just think how hard it is right now to invest on
the side of form! Getting your money working
for you, it’s tough to do. And you can see that
stuff, well actually not, it’s mostly numbers,
but never mind, you can count it, right? Well
maybe not that easily, keeping track of such
things is hard. Anyone with any smarts (like
you for instance) knows they need to find
someone else to help them invest, a financial
adviser, someone who knows the way to wheel
and deal in the world of form. And if you need
investment help to work with the form, you
really, really desperately need someone to help
with the empty side.
All that emptiness just sitting there
wherever it isn’t, it can get to you, it really can.
But there’s no need to worry, none at all. Just
come on in to The Territory Bank with all your
empty needs. We have safe deposit, savings
and loans, investment help with portfolios; it’s
exactly the same as a regular bank, except that
it’s done on the empty side, so it’s completely
different. Some of our apparatus might seem
to be unique. You may be dismayed when you
see the way our safe is displayed. You can look
right in, you can peer right through! Don’t
be confused by what you see, on the empty
side our safe is as safe as a safe can be! It’s an
empty safe and what you decide to keep inside
will become empty too, gradually, so you can’t
expect the safe to look like it usually would.
Though it actually isn’t completely empty.
When we built the safe we used a bit of form
to keep it connected to the world we know,

merely a bookkeeping procedure really so we
don’t lose track of the interest accrued, and you
wouldn’t want to lose that now would you?
Visit one of our various branches: the one
at the Boater’s Café comes to mind. Speak with
one of the various members of our very varied
staff. They have all been trained to some degree
and are eagerly waiting to help you find the
empty service that is best for you. Want to start
a portfolio? You’ll need to fill out a questionnaire
to determine the level of risk you can hold. Want
to invest on the empty side to bring in an annuity
of happiness later on? Perhaps some fame? Or
maybe you have a tendency to speculate on
dharma futures? It could just be you merely want
to raise a bit of consciousness to save for a rainy
day. No problem! All you really have to do is
leave a little bit of form in one of our safe deposit
boxes. Interest will be paid to you on the empty
side, and whatever that emptiness becomes it
will surely arise eventually in the world of form.
How long will it take? What form will it be? Why
ask! What we’re dealing with is emptiness here
and it’s much more exciting to just sit back and
let your investment to mature.
And what does all this cost you ask?
Absolutely nothing! The Territory Bank
never deducts even the smallest, tiny bit of
the emptiness you might attract. How could
we? There are no amounts on the empty side,
it doesn’t work that way. Nevertheless, we
do okay. Lots of useful things arise whenever
consciousness is applied and sufficient resources
are pooled, especially empty ones. It all comes
down to dsael I guess, a practice in the emptiness.
We can’t say more, we won’t say less.
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